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The f1(1285) meson with mass 1281.0 ± 0.8 MeV/c2 and width 18.4 ± 1.4 MeV (FWHM) was
measured for the first time in photoproduction from a proton target using CLAS at Jefferson Lab.
Differential cross sections were obtained via the ηpi+pi−, K+K¯0pi−, and K−K0pi+ decay channels
from threshold up to a center-of-mass energy of 2.8 GeV. The mass, width, and an amplitude
analysis of the ηpi+pi− final-state Dalitz distribution are consistent with the axial-vector JP = 1+
f1(1285) identity, rather than the pseudoscalar 0
− η(1295). The production mechanism is more
consistent with s-channel decay of a high-mass N∗ state, and not with t-channel meson exchange.
Decays to ηpipi go dominantly via the intermediate a±0 (980)pi
∓ states, with the branching ratio
Γ(a0pi (no K¯K))/Γ(ηpipi (all)) = 0.74±0.09. The branching ratios Γ(KK¯pi)/Γ(ηpipi) = 0.216±0.033
and Γ(γρ0)/Γ(ηpipi) = 0.047 ± 0.018 were also obtained. The first is in agreement with previous
data for the f1(1285), while the latter is lower than the world average.
PACS numbers: 25.20.Lj 13.40.-f 13.60.Le
I. INTRODUCTION
The f1(1285) fits well into the Quark Model as a mem-
ber of the 3P1 axial-vector nonet, the isoscalar flavor-
mixing partner of the f1(1420). The f1(1285) meson was
discovered in pp¯ annihilation independently at BNL [1]
and at CERN [2] in 1965. Both experiments observed a
resonance decaying to KK¯pi, with the quantum numbers
IG(JPC) = 0+(1++) that were definitively confirmed in
Ref. [3]. Two more recent experiments have made very
clean measurements of the f1(1285) in pp central pro-
duction and in γγ collisions. Experiment WA102 ob-
served the f1(1285) and f1(1420) mesons decaying to
ηpipi, γρ0 [4], four pion [5, 6], and KK¯pi [7] final states.
They found no evidence for 0+(0−+) η-like pseudoscalar
states in this mass region, in agreement with earlier cen-
tral production experiments WA76 [8] at CERN and
E690 [9] at Fermilab. The suppression of 0−+ produc-
tion in central production allowed WA102 to measure
f1(1285) branching fractions in the major decay chan-
nels with good accuracy without concern about possible
η(1295) contamination.
The L3 Collaboration at CERN observed the
f1(1285) in virtual two-photon collision events e
+e− →
e+e−γvγv → e+e−ηpi+pi−. With increasing virtuality
of the photons (Q2 > 0), the relative production of a
spin-0 state to a spin-1 state diminishes [10]. The ex-
periment therefore separated the pseudoscalar and axial-
vector contributions to the data by binning their spectra
in total transverse momentum, PT , which approximates
Q2. They observed the f1(1285) decaying to both ηpipi
andK0SK
±pi∓, and set an upper-limit on two-photon pro-
duction of the η(1295), Γγγ(η(1295)) × BR(η(1295) →
ηpipi) < 66 eV [11]. The analysis of f1(1285) de-
cays to ηpi+pi− found the branching ratio Γ(f1(1285) →
a0pi)/Γ(f1(1285)→ ηpipi) consistent with 100% and with
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a lower limit of 69% at confidence level of 95% [12]. This
is notable since the present results are consistent with an
intermediate value.
A pseudoscalar meson of nearly the same mass, the
η(1295), was first observed in partial-wave analysis of
pi−p → ηpi+pi−n data obtained at the Argonne Na-
tional Laboratory ZGS [13]. Another observation came
from the radiative decay J/ψ → γηpipi from DM2 at
Orsay, with hints at a pseudoscalar identification [14,
15]. Further evidence came in partial-wave analyses of
data from other pi−p experiments at KEK [16, 17] and
Brookhaven [18, 19]. Brookhaven Experiment E852 ob-
served the η(1295) along with the f1(1285) in the reac-
tion pi−p → ηpi+pi−n at 8.45 GeV/c. The results were
extracted from an isobar-model phase-shift analysis of
the ηpi+pi− system. They found a 0−+ resonance (the
η(1295)) to have a width of around 70 MeV/c2 and a
mass of about 1275 MeV/c2, with an integrated produc-
tion cross section two to three times that of the f1(1285).
Concurrent to its discovery were predictions by Cohen
and Lipkin [20] that the first radial excitations of the η
and η′(958) mesons should lie in the 1200-1500 MeV/c2
mass region. Enumerating these states is relevant to the
search for non-q¯q mesons in this mass range.
With two fairly narrow mesons occupying the same
mass range, it is interesting to determine which state is
most strongly excited in exclusive photoproduction on
the proton. That is what this paper addresses.
Three separate groups have predicted the photopro-
duction cross section for exclusive f1(1285) production
on the proton in the near-threshold energy regime within
effective Lagrangian models [21–23]. They will be in-
troduced and compared to the experimental results in
Sec. VII B.
Interest in the f1(1285) state has expanded beyond tra-
ditional meson physics. It has been shown that the use of
a leading-order chiral Lagrangian combined with a unita-
rization scheme can lead to the so-called dynamic genera-
tion of many well-known states. In the meson sector, the
scattering of Goldstone bosons off vector mesons can lead
3to a description of many of the axial-vector meson res-
onances, including the f1(1285) [24–26]. In this frame-
work, the meson is described not as a q¯q quark model
object, but via dynamical state generation; the f1(1285)
was found to have a dominant K∗K¯ + c.c. quasi-bound
molecular structure. There has also been recent investi-
gation of the f1(1285) state on the lattice by Dudek et
al. [27] and by Geng et al. [28]. The present results may
help these studies, for instance through better determi-
nation of the width of the state.
In this paper we present the first photoproduction mea-
surements of the f1(1285) and/or η(1295). Overall, it
will be evident that the f1(1285) state is entirely domi-
nant in this photoproduction reaction. In Section II we
will present the experimental setup, and describe in Sec-
tion III the meson yield determination and normaliza-
tion method. Section IV will present the efficiency and
acceptance calculations, and Section V will discuss the
photon flux normalization. Section VI will discuss sys-
tematic uncertainties in the results. Our experimental
results will be shown in Section VII, discussing precise
mass and width of the state, the differential cross sec-
tions, and the branching ratios. A spin-parity determi-
nation from amplitude analysis of the Dalitz distribu-
tion is made. Finally, we compare our results to the
world data and theoretical predictions available for the
f1(1285). Conclusions are summarized in Section VIII.
II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND
DATA ANALYSIS
The data were obtained in the summer of 2004 using
the CLAS system [29] located in Hall B at the Thomas
Jefferson National Accelerator Facility in Newport News,
Virginia during the “g11a” data-taking period. A 4 GeV
electron beam on a gold-foil radiator of 10−4 radiation
lengths produced real photons via bremsstrahlung. The
photon energies were determined, or “tagged”, by mea-
suring the recoiling electrons with a dipole magnet and
scintillator hodoscopes [30]. The photon energy range
was 20%-95% of the electron beam energy and the pho-
ton energy resolution was about 0.1% of the photon
energy. The target was a cylinder of liquid hydrogen,
40 cm in length and 4 cm in diameter. Target temper-
ature and pressure were monitored throughout the ex-
periment, such that the density was determined with an
uncertainty of ±0.2%.
The CLAS detector was segmented in six azimuthally-
symmetric sectors around the beam line. Charged par-
ticles were tracked in each sector using three sets of
drift chambers through the nonuniform toroidal magnetic
field [31]. Charged particles with laboratory polar angles
from 8◦ to 140◦ could be tracked over approximately 83%
of the azimuthal range. Surrounding the target cell were
24 scintillator paddles comprising the start counter used
in the event trigger [32]. A set of 342 scintillators, 57 per
sector, located outside the magnetic field region was used
in the event trigger and during oﬄine analysis to deter-
mine the time of flight (TOF) of charged particles [33].
The momentum resolution of the detector was between
0.5% and 1.5%. Other CLAS components, such as the
Cˇerenkov counters and the electromagnetic calorimeters,
were not used in this analysis.
Events were collected by requiring two charged tracks
in different sectors of CLAS plus a coincident signal from
the photon tagger. The data acquisition rate for physics
events was about 5 kHz, resulting in ∼20 billion events
or 21 TB of data. The rather “open” trigger in this run
accumulated data simultaneously for many different pho-
toproduction reactions, allowing for commonalities and
cross-checks in the subsequent analysis, including timing
and pulse-height calibrations, particle identification, and
flux normalization. A set of calibrated events containing
a minimum of two positively charged tracks and at least
one negatively charged track was selected.
The selection of γp → f1(1285)p events started from
this reduced data set. Events consistent with the reac-
tions
γp→

ppi+pi−(η)
ppi+pi−(γ)
ppi+K−(K0)
ppi−K+(K¯0)
(1)
were identified using kinematic fitting and time-of-flight
selections. The particles in parentheses were missing
in one-constraint (1C) kinematic fits to the reactions;
confidence-level cuts were placed at 10%.
Some events could pass the kinematic fit with one or
more tracks assigned the wrong mass identity. To reject
such incorrect assignments a cut was made on
∆TOF = TOFcalc − TOFmeas, (2)
which is the difference between the calculated time of
flight for a given particle hypothesis, TOFcalc, and the
measured time of flight, TOFmeas, for the track. TOFcalc
was measured for a given particle hypothesis according
to
TOFcalc =
L
c
√
1 +
(
mc2
pc
)2
, (3)
where L ∼ 4m was the measured path length of the parti-
cle from the target to the TOF scintillator, c is the speed
of light, m is the mass according to the particle hypoth-
esis and p is the measured magnitude of the momentum.
TOFmeas is
TOFmeas = tSC − tγ , (4)
where tSC is the time when the particle was detected in
the CLAS TOF scintillators and tγ is the time when
the incident photon was at the reaction vertex. The
difference, ∆TOF , is close to zero for tracks for which
the mass hypothesis is correct. For the channels without
4kaons, typical CLAS selections were made with ∆TOF =
±1.0 nsec for at least two of the three tracks, though
somewhat wider for low-momentum protons for which
energy-straggling was significant. The accelerator beam
structure had a 2.0 nsec micro-structure, so this timing
cut effectively constrained all particle tracks to be asso-
ciated with the same event. This criterion sufficiently re-
duced background while allowing for cases in which tim-
ing information was poor for one track, which reduced
signal losses. For channels with kaons the selection cri-
terion was strengthened, since real kaons were dwarfed
in number by the number of mis-assigned protons and
pions before the timing cuts were made. We required all
three tracks to pass the appropriate ∆TOF cuts for the
kaon-containing decay modes, γp → ppi−K+(K¯0) and
γp→ ppi+K−(K0).
III. YIELD EXTRACTION
Figure 1 shows the missing mass mx in the reaction
γp → xp when the final state is kinematically fit to
pi+pi−p(η), where the η is the missing particle. One
clearly sees the η′(958) and the meson we will eventually
conclude is the f1(1285). There is no signal bump visible
corresponding to the f1(1420), unlike in pp central pro-
duction [4]. The large broad background is from events
with four or more pions in the final state. Some com-
binatoric background comes from η-decay pions or pions
from other f1(1285) and η
′ decay modes. The overall
signal to background ratio for the f1(1285) is approxi-
mately 1:6. Figure 1 shows the background is peaked
at about the same location as the ηpi+pi− decay mode
of the f1(1285), which was a challenge when extracting
yields in the lowest-statistics bins. Particle yields for
both the η′(958) and the f1(1285) were determined by
two methods, to be described next, in each kinematic
bin of γp center-of-masss energy, W , and cosine of the
meson production angle, cos Θc.m.. The η′(958) cross
sections compared to published data serve as a check of
these methods.
Both yield extraction methods are illustrated in Fig. 2.
The first method used a least-squares fit to a Voigtian sig-
nal lineshape plus a third-order polynomial background
function. The Voigtian distribution
V (E;M,σ,Γ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
G(x′;σ)L(E − x′;M,Γ) dx′ (5)
is a convolution of a non-relativistic Breit-Wigner
(Lorentzian) L with a Gaussian G whose width, σ, was
set to the calculated mass resolution. Our method was
to leave the width Γ and mass M of the meson free in the
high-statistics bins and to fix them to the overall “best”
values in the low-statistics bins. We fixed σ on a bin-by-
bin basis to values between 3 and 6 MeV obtained from
the Monte Carlo simulation of CLAS discussed in Sec. IV.
Figure 2a shows an example fit of the f1(1285) signal in
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FIG. 1. Missing mass off the proton for the ηpi+pi−p final
state summed over the full kinematic range. The η′(958) and
f1(1285) mesons are visible. The f1(1285) is seen atop a sub-
stantial multi-pion background.
one of the more challenging bins for γp→ ppi+pi−η. The
fit range for most bins was 140 MeV/c2 in missing mass
off the proton, centered at 1281 MeV/c2.
The second method used Monte Carlo simulation of
the f1(1285) signal and a set of simulated multi-pion
reactions to approximate the background shape seen in
the MM(γ, p) spectrum in the ηpi+pi− channel, including
combinatorics. A category of background events not re-
jected by the event selection criteria contained a proton
plus four pions, in which the “extra” pions were either
neutral or undetected charged pions. Both of these types
of final state passed our kinematic fit to ppi+pi−(η) if
the invariant mass of the “missing” pions was near the
mass of the η. The reactions γp → ppipipipi, γp → pρpipi,
γp→ ∆pipipi and γp→ pf0(1370), all of which have a final
state of a proton and four pions, were generated accord-
ing to phase space and passed though the analysis. The
inclusion of the ∆ and ρ modes was motivated by the evi-
dent presence of these backgrounds in the invariant mass
spectra IM(ppi) and IM(pipi). While these reactions did
not represent all possible physics backgrounds, these four
pion final states were chosen to populate the kinematic
space of the data.
The phase space for these background reactions was
much larger than for the signal reaction, resulting in low
statistics in the signal region, especially in the highest W
bins. To compensate for this we implemented a smooth-
ing algorithm using 4 MeV-wide bins in missing mass and
using a quadratic polynomial smoothed over a 100 MeV
range in MM(γ, p). This was done iteratively to obtain
the smooth background shapes shown in the Fig. 2b. Fits
were made in each kinematic bin were fit with the set of
smoothed backgrounds and the signal Monte Carlo spec-
tra. The meson yield from this method was simply the
integrated signal Monte Carlo scaled by its fit coefficient.
Figure 2b shows a fit to the f1(1285) signal in one bin
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Example fits for two methods of treat-
ing spectra of missing mass off the proton for γp → pηpi+pi−
in the same bin W = 2.35 GeV and cos Θc.m. = −0.7. (a)
Voigtian signal plus polynomial background (solid red) and
background only (dashed red); (b) Monte Carlo template
method with smoothed 4 MeV wide bins. The f1(1285) sig-
nal is the lowest histogram (red), with the pρpipi background
(green), the f(1370)p background (brown), the sum of the
three simulated spectra (blue), and the data (grey). The fit
range was 1.20 to 1.35 GeV for both methods.
for γp→ ppi+pi−η. The data shown in both panels is for
one of the statistically quite marginal bins in which the
two methods nevertheless produced consistent results.
For the K±K0pi∓ decay modes of the f1(1285) the
background was smaller and less-rapidly changing so we
only used the Voigtian yield extraction method. This is
illustrated in Fig. 3. The total statistics for the kaon
channels was smaller than for the ηpipi decay mode. This
was handled by combining these two charged kaon modes
prior to yield extraction. Fits were then made to the
summed data in each kinematic bin; an example is shown
in Fig. 4. The fits used a Voigtian line shape plus poly-
nomial function, with the mass and width fixed to the
best values obtained from the spectrum integrated over
all production angles at a given W .
The last decay mode to extract was the channel
f1(1285) → γρ0, where the ρ0 decays ∼ 100% to pi+pi−.
As the ρ0 is quite wide at Γ ≈ 150 MeV we did not impose
any cuts on the invariant mass of the two-pion system.
The kinematic fit to γp→ ppi+pi−(γ) selected events with
zero missing mass and any missing momentum. The
confidence-level cut alone did not distinguish between
events with no missing particle and signal events with
a photon. The η′(958), f1(1285), and η(1295) mesons do
not decay to pi+pi− alone due to parity, so it was desir-
able to remove such events to improve our signal to back-
ground ratio. To separate signal events with a missing
photon from exclusive γp → ppi+pi− events we imposed
a minimum missing momentum cut. The kinematic fit
had more freedom to adjust momentum along the beam
direction than perpendicular to it. This was due to the
uncertainty in the incident photon energy, along with
the possibility of having chosen the wrong in-time pho-
ton from the multiplicity of photons in a given event. A
ppi+pi− event with no missing particle cannot have any
appreciable transverse momentum P⊥. To determine an
effective minimum transverse momentum cut, we exam-
ined the spectrum for η′(958) events as it has a smaller
breakup momentum and sufficient statistics to fit the sig-
nal in the low-P⊥ region. From this study, we required
events to have > 40 MeV/c missing transverse momen-
tum to select events with a missing photon. Figure 5
shows the effect of this selection.
After removing events with small missing transverse
momentum, there was still a sizable ω signal seen in the
missing mass off the proton. The dominant decay mode
of the ω is into pi+pi−pi0. The remaining peak suggested
that events with a missing pi0 were being pulled into the
missing-γ kinematic fit. To remove these events from the
γp → pρ0γ sample we performed a second kinematic fit
to the missing pi0 hypothesis. Events which passed this
fit with a confidence level of more than 0.01 were removed
from the ρ0γ data sample.
After these steps to reduce background from other
final states from γp → ppi+pi−(γ) events, we found
the spectrum to have a small but discernible signal at
1280 MeV/c2, as shown in Fig. 6. This spectrum rep-
resents the totality of our data set for this decay mode.
The statistics and the signal-to-noise ratio were too poor
to bin the data for extraction of differential cross sec-
tions. We instead fitted the total missing mass spectrum
to determine the total yield of f1(1285) in the γρ
0 final
state for calculating branching ratios.
IV. ACCEPTANCE, EFFICIENCY, &
NORMALIZATION
The proportion of events lost due to detector inefficien-
cies, geometric acceptance and analysis cuts was com-
puted as a function of energy and angle using a well-
tested computer simulation of CLAS called GSIM [34].
Simulated events were processed through the same event
reconstruction and analysis software as used for the ac-
tual data. We removed from our analysis detector re-
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FIG. 3. Missing mass off the proton for (a) γp→ ppi−K+(K¯0) and (b) γp→ ppi+K−(K0). The small bumps at 1.28 GeV show
the meson of interest. These spectra are summed over the full kinematic domain.
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FIG. 4. Summed data for the reactions γp → ppi−K+(K¯0)
and γp → ppi+K−(K0) in the kinematic bin W = 2.45 GeV
and −0.2 < cos Θc.m. < 0.0. The Voigtian-plus-polynomial
fit (total is solid red, polynomial is dashed) gives the yield of
f1(1285) events.
gions where the simulation did not accurately reproduce
the data as described earlier. Through studying the simu-
lated events we obtained acceptance factors as a function
of the kinematic binning of the differential cross sections,
as well as a measure of the expected experimental reso-
lution in mass spectra.
A. Monte Carlo Event Generation
20 million events were generated each for η′ → ηpipi
and η′ → γρ0 decays. For the f1(1285), 10 million events
were generated per decay mode. The event generator
included the bremsstrahlung energy distribution and a
t-slope in the meson production angle, as is known to
apply for the η′(958) and estimated for the f1(1285). A
small flat baseline flux was included to ensure an ade-
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FIG. 5. Missing mass off the proton for γp → ppi+pi−(γ)
events after kinematic fitting and confidence level cut for
one run (open histogram). A strong signal for ω/ρ0 near
800 MeV/c2 remains, as well as the η′(958) and a slight hint
of the broad a2(1320). The filled histogram shows the effect of
a minimum missing transverse momentum in reducing back-
ground. No significant f1(1285) signal is seen at this stage.
quate number of events were produced in the backward
angle bins at high energy, where the combination of the
t-slope and bremsstrahlung distributions otherwise led to
a very small number of events generated. Decays leading
to combinatoric background were included. Decays were
calculated according to 3-body phase space, excepting
the γρ0 final state, where first the two-body decay into
ρ0 and γ was generated followed by the decay of the ρ0
into pi+pi−. The line shape of the ρ0 included the easily-
seen ∼ 25 MeV reduction in the centroid of the dσ/dmpipi
distribution due to the Drell mechanism [35]. The appar-
ent mass of the ρ influences the momentum distribution
of the missing photon, the transverse component of which
was used for a background reduction cut, as mentioned
earlier.
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FIG. 6. (a) Missing mass off the proton for γp → ppi+pi−(γ)
fitted with a Voigtian signal shape plus a polynomial back-
ground. (b) Spectrum after background subtraction using the
polynomial parameters from the fit.
The simulation did not model the CLAS hardware trig-
ger. Inefficiencies arose if a track did not meet the trig-
ger discriminator threshold for the TOF PMTs or if the
timing windows between detector components did not
match. A study was performed using γp → ppi+pi− ex-
clusive events [36], in which any of the three tracks could
be predicted from the other two in order to see whether
the detector found the third track. The resultant map
of trigger efficiency as a function of charge, TOF paddle,
and track momentum was used in simulation of the trig-
ger for this data set, which required two or more tracks
in different sectors to trigger an event.
The fully exclusive reaction γp→ pi+pi−p was used to
map both single-track momentum corrections and detec-
tor inefficiencies in detail [36]. Fiducial cuts were applied
on the momenta and angles of the tracks to select events
from the well-understood regions of the detector. An al-
gorithm smeared the track angle and momentum of the
simulated events in accordance to kinematic fit results in
exclusive γp → ppi+pi− events, as detailed in Ref. [37].
The overall agreement was excellent between the experi-
mental apparatus and simulation.
B. Acceptance Calculation
Simulated events were reconstructed with the same
analysis code used for real events. The acceptance of
η′(958) and f1(1285) events, including both the detec-
tor efficiency and the signal loss from the event selection
criteria, was then computed. For each final state the
acceptance for a given energy and production angle is
ACLAS(W, cos Θc.m.) = NaccNgen , (6)
where Nacc is the number of accepted events and Ngen is
the number of generated events in that kinematic bin.
The acceptance for the physics “signal” processes did
not include simultaneous calculation of the four-pion
backgrounds. The calculation of Nacc was performed us-
ing the methods of yield extraction for each meson and
decay modes described in Sec. III. The acceptance of
the ηpi+pi− decay mode increases with W , especially at
mid to backward angles. For the γρ0 mode the situation
was reversed: it has the highest acceptance at the low-
est energy bin and decreases with increasing W . For the
f1(1285) acceptance, we performed a Voigtian fit with the
width Γ fixed to 18 MeV, which was the experimentally
observed value and therefore also the input value used
in the Monte Carlo event generator. The resulting σ’s
from these Voigtian fits were taken to be the experimen-
tal resolution and used as input for the yield extraction
fits to the data discussed in Sec. III. The trends in accep-
tance for f1(1285)→ ηpi+pi− are similar to those seen for
η′(958) → ηpi+pi−, increasing with energy and with the
highest values at central polar angles. The maximum ac-
ceptance value was about 10%. For the K±K0pi∓decay
modes, the acceptance is smaller with a maximum of
about 4% in the highest W bins. The Monte Carlo event
generation was iterated to better match the observed dif-
ferential cross section for the f1(1285), as discussed later;
this was also necessary to quantify the resulting system-
atic uncertainty on the acceptance, particularly for the
γρ0 decay mode.
V. NORMALIZATION
CLAS photoproduction measurements are normalized
using a calculation of the number of electrons that hit
the hodoscope of energy-defining scintillators in the pho-
ton tagger. These detectors are part of the event trigger,
but their asynchronous hit rate is closely related to the
number of photons tagged at a given energy. Corrections
based on measurements are made for losses between the
photon tagger and the physics (hydrogen) target. The
same photon flux calculations used for the present mea-
surement have been used for several previously-published
results from this data set [38–44].
8VI. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES ON
CROSS SECTIONS
To estimate systematic uncertainty on the event yields,
we varied the fitting conditions and compared the results
of the two methods discussed in Sec. III. Five variations
of the fits using the Voigtian method for f1(1285) →
ηpi+pi− were tested. The range of missing mass off the
proton was varied by −10 MeV, +10 MeV and +20 MeV.
The background polynomial was increased from third
to fourth and fifth order. These variations gave a bin-
dependent uncertainty from 1.9 to 4.1% of the yield of
f1(1285) in ηpi
+pi−.
For the f1(1285) → K±K0pi∓ case, we again varied
the fit range and polynomial background from the central
conditions in the same manner as above. This gave an
average uncertainty from 2.2 to 5.7% of the yield to the
K±K0pi∓final state.
For the f1(1285)→ γρ0 decay the experimental signal-
to-background ratio was too small to allow binning in
center-of-mass energy and production angle, so only a
total yield was extracted. The width and mass of the
f1(1285) were fixed to the best values found from the
ηpi+pi− fits, while the Gaussian width σ in the Voigtian
function was fixed from analysis of f1(1285) Monte Carlo
events. To test the stability of the small γρ0 signal to
analysis variations, the fit range and the order of the
polynomial background used in the fit were changed. The
standard deviation of the yield values was found to be
22.4% of the f1(1285)→ γρ0 yield.
The second yield-extraction method using the simu-
lated background gave lower yields with larger uncer-
tainties for almost all energy and angle bins. The dif-
ferential cross sections calculated by this method agreed
with the values obtained via the Voigtian yield fits within
the respective error bars. Therefore, when we combined
the results from the two yield extraction methods, we
ascribed half the difference between them as the sys-
tematic uncertainty estimate included in the final bin-
to-bin uncertainties for the differential cross sections for
f1(1285) → ηpi+pi−. Thus, we believe to have fairly es-
timated the uncertainty in measuring the small f1(1285)
signal on top of a large background.
Systematic cross section normalization uncertainty was
studied by several prior analyses of ω [38] and η′(958) [39]
photoproduction from the same data set. To estimate the
systematic uncertainty due to the calculation of the pho-
ton flux, we studied the variation of η′(958) yield in the
ηpi+pi− channel normalized by the photon flux for each
production run in the data set. Results were fully con-
sistent. Comparison of cross sections in pω, KY , and
pη final states extracted from “g11a” to previous world
data including the earlier CLAS “g1c” data set [45] led
the authors in Refs. [38] and [39] to assign a global value
for the flux normalization uncertainty. These compar-
isons assigned a systematic uncertainty of 7.3% on the
photon flux normalization and we adopt that value for
this analysis.
Combining in quadrature the photon normalization
uncertainty of 7.3% with an uncertainty of 0.2 to 0.5%
due to photon beam line attenuation [46] and a 3% un-
certainty in the data-acquisition live-time correction [39],
gives an overall systematic uncertainty for normalization
of 7.9%.
The systematic acceptance uncertainty was estimated
previously [36] by an extensive empirical study of the re-
action γp → ppi+pi−. To estimate additional systematic
uncertainty in the present reactions we used the symme-
try of the six CLAS sectors. The reactions studied in this
analysis are azimuthally symmetric, allowing calculation
of differential cross-sections independently for each of six
CLAS sectors. To use this method, we measured the
high-statistics cross sections of the η′(958) and applied
the result to the lower-statistics f1(1285). The outcome
was an energy-averaged 9% systematic uncertainty due to
limits in the precision of the acceptance corrections. The
same acceptance uncertainties were used in the K±K0pi∓
channel where there is no high-statistics reference chan-
nel analogous to the η′(958) for the f1(1285) channel.
Source Energy Bin Fractional Uncertainty
W (GeV)
ηpi+pi− K±K0pi∓
Yields
2.35 0.041 0.032
2.45 0.022 0.030
2.55 0.026 0.022
2.65 0.018 0.022
2.75 0.040 0.057
Acceptance
2.35 0.11
2.45 0.08
2.55 0.08
2.65 0.11
2.75 0.085
Event Selection All 0.002
Normalization All 0.079
Combined Total
2.35 0.14 0.14
2.45 0.11 0.12
2.55 0.12 0.12
2.65 0.14 0.14
2.75 0.12 0.13
TABLE I. Systematic uncertainty summary for the f1(1285)
dσ/dΩ differential cross section measurements.
The acceptance value used to correct the yield of
f1(1285) → γρ0 events was not binned in energy and
angle. Due to the integration of events over a very wide
kinematic space, this value is quite sensitive to any dis-
crepancy between the physics of the reaction and the dis-
tribution of the generated Monte Carlo events. As dis-
cussed earlier, the f1(1285) Monte Carlo event generator
simulated the bremsstrahlung photon energy distribution
9FIG. 7. Differential cross sections dσ/dΩ for γp → η′(958)p from the present measurement (solid blue points) compared
to recent CLAS published results from Ref. [39] (open red circles) and Ref. [47] (open green triangles). Note that bins for
W = 2.45 GeV and above are on semi-logarithmic scales. Data agreement in bins for W = 2.35 GeV and above, bins used later
in this analysis, is very good.
and an estimated t-slope. A revised sample of Monte
Carlo events was distributed according to the measured
differential cross section from the first iteration to test for
systematic shift in the f1(1285) → γρ0 acceptance. The
initial Monte Carlo acceptance of f1(1285) → γρ0 was
2.98% and the value for the revised empirical version is
2.48%. We adopted the new value for our branching ratio
result and used the difference between the iterations as
the estimate of the systematic uncertainty on the accep-
tance for this decay mode.
One additional method of estimating the systematic
uncertainty on cross sections was to compare results from
the different decay modes. In particular, the cross section
dσ/dΩ for η′(958) calculated from the γρ0 channel was
5% higher, on average, than the results from the ηpi+pi−
channel. This difference was used in estimating the sys-
tematic uncertainty in our calculations for the f1(1285)
branching ratio Γ(γρ0)/Γ(ηpi+pi−).
Table I itemizes the sources of systematic uncertainty
for the differential cross section results. These are the
global uncertainties that apply to each of the specified
bins in W , and over the full range of production angles.
Preliminary to presenting results for the f1(1285) cross
sections, we show that the analysis methods successfully
reproduce previous results. Shown in Fig. 7 are differ-
ential cross sections for the γp → η′p reaction. In eight
bins in W we compare the results of this analysis (blue
solid points with horizontal and vertical error bars) with
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the CLAS-published results of Ref. [39] (red points with
only vertical error bars) and the older and less precise
CLAS-published results of Ref [47] (green open squares
with both error bars). The three analyses used substan-
tially different techniques to obtain cross sections. The
methods used in the present case have been discussed
above. The analysis in Ref. [39] was based on cross sec-
tion projections of an event-based maximum-likelihood
fit and partial wave analysis. The analysis in Ref. [47]
was based on a different data set using a single-track
trigger, from which the η′ was extracted using the miss-
ing mass off a proton and using conventional background
subtraction methods. For both comparisons the pub-
lished data closest to the center of the present 100 MeV-
wide bins are shown. It is evident that the agreement is
very good over the majority of the measured range, par-
ticularly at 2.35 GeV and above, where we extract cross
sections for the f1(1285) meson. Some discrepancy exists
in the lowest energy bin and in the forward-most angle
bins. The smoothed differences were used to help esti-
mate the bin-to-bin systematic uncertainty of the present
results, which has been folded into our results shown be-
low. Similar agreement was found when comparing cross
sections extracted from the decay mode η′(958) → γρ0.
Numerical results for the present differential cross section
measurements of the η′ are tabulated in Appendix B.
VII. RESULTS
A. Mass and width
From the fits to the missing mass spectra, MM(γ, p),
for the events in the ηpi+pi− decay mode, we determined
the mass and width of the initially-unidentified meson
state (“x”). This was done in all kinematic bins in W
and meson production angle that had sufficiently-good
signal-to-noise characteristics. A survey of the consis-
tency of the results is given in Fig. 8. Similar fits were
made for the η′ mass and (resolution-dominated) width.
Averaging these individual determinations together leads
to the final values shown in Table II, shown with the PDG
values for the two listed mesons near 1285 MeV/c2. The
given uncertainties are the combined systematic and sta-
tistical values. The η′(958) mass differs by 0.70 MeV
from the world average, which is consistent with the
known mass accuracy of the CLAS system. This pos-
sible bias is included in the estimated total uncertainty
of the mass of the x meson.
The mass of 1281.0± 0.8 MeV measured in this exper-
iment is in very good agreement with the world average
for the f1(1285) state. The uncertainty is also compa-
rable to the previous world average for this state. Also,
the measured mass is quite incompatible with that of
the η(1295) state. The measured Lorentzian width of
FIG. 8. The mass (top row) and Lorentzian width Γ (bottom
row) of the meson from fits binned in W and cos Θc.m.. The
width parameters were part of a Voigtian line shape using
the bin-dependent experimental mass resolution. The overall
weighted mean of each quantity is shown by the corresponding
horizontal red lines. See the summary in Table II.
Channel Mass (MeV/c2) Width (MeV)
η′ → ηpi+pi− CLAS 958.48 ± 0.04 Γ σexp
x→ ηpi+pi− CLAS 1281.0 ± 0.8 18.4 ± 1.4
η′(958) PDG 957.78 ± 0.06 0.198 ± 0.009
f1(1285) PDG 1281.9 ± 0.5 24.2 ± 1.1
η(1295) PDG 1294 ± 4 55 ± 5
TABLE II. η′(958) and x masses and Voigtian widths com-
pared to the PDG values [48] for the η′(958), f1(1285), and
η(1295). The uncertainties are the combined statistical and
systematic values. The width of the η′(958) is not reported
since it is much smaller than the experimental mass resolution
of 3-6 MeV/c2.
Γ = 18.4±1.4 MeV was obtained from the Voigtian fits of
the meson, as summarized in Fig. 8. The width is about
4σ smaller than the world average of the f1(1285), and
very much smaller than that of the η(1295) (see Table II).
The identity of the meson seen in this experiment there-
fore leans strongly in favor of the well-known f1(1285)
and away from the less-well established η(1295).
One caveat must be mentioned, however. The
Brookhaven E852 experiment, cited results [18] from
pi−p → ηpi+pi−n showing an η(1295) with mass 1282 ±
5 MeV, compatible with the present measurement. The
related PWA analysis of pi−p → K+K−pi0n data [19]
found the width for the 1++ (f1(1285)) wave at Γ =
45 ± 9 ± 7 MeV, while fitting only the intensity func-
tion for the 1++-wave yielded a much smaller width,
Γ = 23 ± 5 MeV. They concluded that interference be-
tween the f1(1285) and η(1295) was significant in that
reaction. The very large background under the f1(1285)
signal in the present data precluded doing a full par-
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tial wave analysis of the signal region. We cannot com-
pletely rule out interference effects between the f1(1285)
and η(1295) influencing our observed width, but see
Sec. VII E which shows negligible 0− contribution to our
data. The width of the observed state is more compatible
with the world-average results of the f1(1285) than the
η(1295). It is also in excellent agreement with width of
the f1(1285) obtained using PWA in central production
by the fairly recent E690 experiment [9]. In the follow-
ing discussion of cross sections, it will be assumed that
the only relevant contribution to the signal is from the
f1(1285).
B. Differential Cross Sections
We present the f1(1285) differential photoproduc-
tion cross section into the ηpi+pi− final state, un-
corrected by the branching fraction Γ(f1(1285) →
ηpipi)/Γ(f1(1285)→ all). CLAS was not sensitive to all-
neutral decay modes of the f1(1285), nor could the strong
four-pion decay mode be measured with precision, hence
the total rate was not measurable. The data were binned
in W and cos Θc.m. in the overall center-of-mass frame.
Ten 100 MeV-wide bins in W , from 1.8 to 2.8 GeV were
defined. Nine bins in cos Θc.m., eight of width 0.2 from
−0.8 to +0.8, and one bin 0.1 wide from +0.8 to +0.9.
The forward and backward holes of the CLAS detector
were the limiting factors in the angular coverage.
The results are a combination of three analyses:
ηpi+pi− data extracted with a Voigtian fit for event
yields, the same ηpi+pi− events fit to a combination of
Monte Carlo signal plus several simulated multi-pion
backgrounds, and K±K0pi∓ data fit with a Voigtian sig-
nal and polynomial background function. The cross sec-
tions extracted in K±K0pi∓ have been scaled by the mea-
sured (in this experiment) branching ratio
Γ(f1(1285)→ KK¯pi)
Γ(f1(1285)→ ηpipi) (7)
before taking the weighted mean of the independently-
extracted measurements in these two decay modes. The
branching ratio result will be presented in Sec. VII C.
The measured differential cross sections presented in
Fig. 9 are thus for the decay to ηpi+pi−, but with the
event statistics from the kaonic decay modes included.
The total systematic uncertainties shown include both
the values from Table I and from the yield extraction
methods in the ηpi+pi− channel discussed previously. We
estimate the overall systematic uncertainty to be between
11% to 14% for the differential cross sections.
The differential cross section shows some structure in
production angle already in the near-threshold bin for
2.30 < W < 2.40 GeV (threshold is at 2.22 GeV). The
cross section falls off in the forward-most angle bins,
which is not typical in meson photoproduction. For
W above 2.55 GeV, a forward rise becomes more pro-
nounced, although the drop in cross section at very for-
ward angles persists. A forward-angle rise is usually as-
sociated with t-channel processes, while the fall back to-
wards zero in the extreme forward direction can occur ei-
ther with multiple Regge-exchange trajectories or in the
analytic structure of a single t-channel amplitude.
Figure 10 shows a cross section comparison for η′(958)
and f1(1285) → ηpi+pi− at W = 2.55 GeV. The η′(958)
cross section exhibits much stronger t− and u−channel
signatures in its cos Θc.m. dependence than does the
f1(1285), which is quite “flat” by comparison. The same
is true in all measured W bins, and also true if the com-
parison is made at equal excess energy above the re-
spective reaction thresholds. This may imply that the
f1(1285) photoproduction mechanism is less peripheral
than that of the η′(958), not dominated by t-channel pro-
duction processes.
The cross sections can be compared to Regge-model
predictions by Kochelev [21] for both the f1(1285) and
η(1295) states. The model calculations were recom-
puted [49] for our choice of energy and cos Θc.m. bins
and are shown as dσ/dΩ in Fig. 11. The curves show pre-
dictions for both the f1(1285) and η(1295) and for their
incoherent sum. All model curves have been scaled by
the PDG branching fraction Γ(f1(1285) → ηpi+pi−) for
this comparison: 0.52× (2/3). This is an ad-hoc scaling
for the poorly-known η(1295), which has been observed
in KK¯pi final states [19, 50], but not in the ηpi+pi− final
state.
The Kochelev prediction utilizes t-channel meson pro-
duction, with the exchange of ρ and ω trajectories. The
model uses phenomenological couplings from related re-
actions with vector-meson-dominance inspired hadronic
from factors, and was adjusted to match the well-known
pseudoscalar states η and η′. In comparison, the present
results show clearly that the t-channel alone does not re-
produce our measurements, especially near threshold. In
the highest-energy bins the f1(1285) model converges to-
wards the data points in the forward production angle
bins, but the middle and backward angles are not repro-
duced by the model. Our interpretation of Kochelev’s
model and the comparison to the η′(958) cross sections
(Fig. 10) suggest that part of the strength of f1(1285)
production comes from s-channel processes. That is, the
decay of excited N∗ intermediate baryon states may be
important here.
Figure 12 shows a comparison of three models for the
f1(1285) in energy bins for W = 2.45 and 2.65 GeV.
Apart from the Kochelev et al. model (in red), a model
based upon a different theoretical starting point was pub-
lished by S. Domokos et al. [22] (dashed blue). The model
was motivated by Chern-Simons-term induced interac-
tions in holographic QCD. It calculates anomalous cou-
plings that link vector and axial-vector photoproduction,
as derived from the general principles of AdS/QCD (anti-
de Sitter) correspondence. The f1(1285) was stated to be
an especially “clean“ example where the model could be
applied. Calculations using single-particle ρ and ω ex-
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Differential cross section dσ/dΩ for γp→ f1(1285)p with f1(1285)→ ηpi+pi− as a function of the meson
c.m. production angle. The vertical error bars are the statistical uncertainties from fitting and from combining two decay
modes. The shaded histogram is the total point-to-point systematic uncertainty discussed in the text. Each panel shows a
100 MeV wide bin centered at the indicated W .
change at low s were presented, as well as a separate
Reggeized meson exchange picture for large s and small
|t|. We plot the (ρ, ω)-exchange version of their model
at our kinematics after checking that we could reproduce
the Reggeon-exchange calculation that is plotted in their
paper. The curves are scaled by the PDG decay branch-
ing fraction for f1(1285) → ηpi+pi−. The prediction is
much smaller than the new data, even in the forward-
most region where the t−channel process is dominant,
the kinematic region where this prediction was claimed
to be most characteristic of f1(1285) photoproduction.
The Reggeized version of the calculation is not shown
since it was even more incompatible with the results.
A third model, by Huang et al. [23, 51] (dotted black),
uses an effective-Lagrangian approach with tree-level ρ
and ω exchange. The cross section magnitudes depend
very sensitively on the hadronic form-factor cutoffs at
the f1V γ and V NN vertices (V = ρ, ω), and were ad-
justed without theoretical linkage to other reaction chan-
nels. The curves shown in Fig. 12 are for 1.0 GeV cut-
offs, and scaled by the PDG decay branching fraction for
f1(1285) → ηpi+pi−. Again, for this model the data are
not well reproduced by the prediction made by this calcu-
lation. We can conclude that none of these three model
predictions are close to the mark in describing the re-
action mechanism leading to f1(1285) photoproduction.
This suggests that s- and u-channel mechanisms (N∗ de-
cay and baryon exchange), or perhaps a non-q¯q structure
of the f1(1285) [26][28] may need to be considered.
Numerical results for the measured differential cross
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FIG. 10. (Color online) Cross section comparison for γp →
f1(1285)p → ηpi+pi−p (blue full circles) compared to γp →
η′(958)p → ηpi+pi−p (red open circles) at W = 2.55 GeV.
The f1(1285) differential cross section is not forward-peaked
as is that of the η′(958). Note the logarithmic vertical scale.
sections are tabulated in Appendix A.
C. Branching Ratios
The experiment did not measure the four-pion de-
cay modes of the f1(1285) and hence could not deter-
mine absolute branching fractions. Instead, we measured
the ratios of acceptance-corrected yields in the ηpi+pi−,
K±K0pi∓, and γρ0 decay modes. The branching ratios
measured in this analysis are
Γ(f1(1285)→ KK¯pi)
Γ(f1(1285)→ ηpipi) and (8)
Γ(f1(1285)→ γρ0)
Γ(f1(1285)→ ηpipi) . (9)
In computing these ratios there were several possible
ways to combine the particle yields. In the ηpi+pi− and
K±K0pi∓ decay modes there were sufficient statistics to
compute particle yields for each kinematic bin used to
compute the differential cross sections. Summing the
partial yields then determined the total yield for each de-
cay channel. This method used the bin-dependent widths
(σ) in the Voigtian function to parametrize the experi-
mental resolution, rather than using a single global value.
Also, the results of our systematic studies of the particle
yield and acceptance could be applied. An alternative
method was to fit the missing-mass spectra integrated
over W and cos Θc.m., excluding bins with insufficient ac-
ceptance. This was the only possible method for comput-
ing the radiative decay ratio, because the f1(1285) signal
in the γρ0 decay mode was quite small. The systematic
uncertainty on the acceptance of f1(1285) → γρ0 events
was estimated by iterating the Monte Carlo to match the
observed differential cross sections. Table III summarizes
this information and shows comparisons to world data for
the f1(1285). Isospin Clebsch-Gordan factors were ap-
plied to each decay mode. No branching fractions have
been reported for the η(1295), even though this state has
been observed in KK¯pi final states with strength compa-
rable to the f1(1285) [19].
We find our value for the K-decay ratio, Eq. 8, to be
larger than the PDG value for the f1(1285), but consis-
tent within the measured uncertainties. The radiative de-
cay ratio however, Eq. 9, is lower than the world average
by a considerable amount. We find a ratio of 0.047±0.018
as shown in Table III, which is less than half the PDG
average value of 0.105 ± 0.022. Even with our large un-
certainty in the γρ0 yield extraction, we find a roughly
“3σ” difference between our value the PDG fit.
The radiative decay ratio Γ(x→ γρ0)/Γ(x→ ηpipi) is
interesting because there are both experimental and the-
oretical values for comparison. Table IV lists the calcu-
lated widths of both the f1(1285) and η(1295) mesons
from several models compared to the present work com-
bined with PDG information. The CLAS measurements
of the total width Γ (in MeV) and the measured ra-
diative branching ratio Γ(x→ γρ0)/Γ(x→ ηpipi) can be
combined with the PDG value for B(f1(1285)→ ηpi+pi−)
to compute the width for the radiative decay. On the
other hand, one can take the PDG total width and the
PDG radiative decay branching fraction and again com-
pute the expected radiative width. The result from the
present work of 453± 177 keV is in poor agreement with
the PDG-based estimate of 1331 ± 320 keV. Our esti-
mate is not quite independent of all previous work since
the branching fraction to ηpipi is assumed to be accurate.
For comparison, we have quark model radiative decay
predictions by O. Lakhina and E. Swanson [52]. These
use a non-relativistic Coulomb-plus-linear quark poten-
tial model and predict a Γ(f1(1285)→ γρ0) of 480 keV
in a relativized version of the calculation, while the non-
relativistic version predicts 1200 keV. One sees that the
present results are in better agreement with the rela-
tivized version of this model, while the PDG-based esti-
mate would favor the non-relativistic result. Lakhina and
Swanson also calculated values for Γ(η(1295) → γρ0) of
240 keV and 400 keV. The axial-vector f1(1285) is pre-
dicted to have a stronger coupling gγρx than the pseu-
doscalar η(1295). But without a corresponding value
of η(1295) → ηpi+pi− from either experiment or theory,
these values can not be compared to our experimental
ratio.
Another prediction for the f1(1285) width was made
by S. Ishida et al. using a covariant oscillator model [53].
It predicted a radiative width for f1(1285)→ γρ0 of be-
tween 509 to 565 keV depending on a particular mixing
angle. This prediction is narrower than the PDG-based
estimate, but consistent with our experimental result.
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FIG. 11. (Color online) Differential cross sections dσ/dΩ for γp → f1(1285)p and f1(1285) → ηpi+pi− as a function of the
meson c.m. production angle for five values of the frame-invariant energy, W . The error bars are statistical only. The solid
red line is the prediction by Kochelev [21] for the f1(1285) and the dashed red line is the corresponding prediction for the
η(1295). The curves have been scaled by the PDG branching fraction for f1(1285) → ηpi+pi− (see text). The dash-dot line is
the incoherent sum of both mesons.
In summary, the two branching ratios presented here
are only partly consistent with previous experimental
results for the f1(1285). Since nothing is known from
experiment about η(1295) branching fractions, nothing
more conclusive can be said about the identity of the
observed meson from the CLAS branching ratio results.
Model calculations are at present not decisive in this re-
gard, either.
D. Dalitz Analysis of the Decay to ηpipi
The three-body decay of the observed meson “x” to
ηpi+pi− can be examined for evidence of its intrinsic spin
and its decay substructure. We presume initially to
have no knowledge of the meson’s identity. The iden-
tity of the meson would be confirmed if the spin were
shown to be either 0 (pseudoscalar η(1295)) or 1 (axial-
vector f1(1285)). Amplitude analysis of a Dalitz distri-
bution [54] is a well-established tool for investigating the
dynamics of any three-body decay. The partial decay
rate of the x in a three-body process averaged over spin
states can be expressed in terms of the mass combina-
tions m2ηpi+ and m
2
ηpi− as
dΓ =
1
(2pi)3
1
32mx
|M2|dm2ηpi+dm2ηpi− . (10)
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FIG. 12. (Color online) Predictions from several models of f1(1285) photoproduction compared to the present results at
W = 2.45 GeV and W = 2.65 GeV. The Kochelev et al. model prediction [21] for the f1(1285) (solid red) is generally closest
to the data, but the match is poor. The model of Domokos et al. [22] (dashed blue) is based on ρ and ω exchange using a
specific model for the coupling to the f1(1285).˙ The meson-exchange model prediction of Huang et al. [23, 51] (dotted black)
used hadronic form factors unconstrained by other reactions.
Item Value Statistical Systematic PDG
Uncertainty Uncertainty f1(1285)
ηpi+pi− Event Yield 1.33×105 4.9×103 2.9×103
ηpi+pi− Acceptance 0.0652 9.7×10−5 0.0072
K±K0pi∓ Event Yield 6570 180 340
K±K0pi∓ Acceptance 0.0149 3.18×10−5 0.0016
γρ0 Event Yield 3790 790 850
γρ0 Acceptance 0.0248 6.4×10−5 0.0050
Isospin C.G. Γ(K±K0pi∓)/Γ(KK¯pi) 2/3
Isospin C.G. Γ(ηpi+pi−)/Γ(ηpipi) 2/3
γρ0 correction from η′ dσ/dΩ 0.95
Branching Ratio Γ(KK¯pi)/Γ(ηpipi) 0.216 0.010 0.031 0.171 ± 0.013
Branching Ratio Γ(γρ0)/Γ(ηpipi) 0.047 0.010 0.015 0.105 ± 0.022
Branching Ratio Γ(a0pi (no K¯K))/Γ(ηpipi (all)) 0.74 0.02 0.09 0.69 ± 0.13
TABLE III. Branching ratios of the f1(1285) meson, with estimated uncertainties from all sources.
If the meson decays into the three daughter particles with
the matrix element magnitude |M|2 constant, then the
distribution on the Dalitz plot will be uniform, filling
“phase space”. However, if it decays via an intermediate
resonant process, the Dalitz plot will show a non-uniform
distribution, with interfering band(s) at the masses of
any intermediate resonances. The intensity distribution
is determined by the angular momentum of the decay
channels and the interferences among their amplitudes.
All ηpi+pi− events with missing mass off the proton be-
tween 1251 and 1311 MeV/c2 were selected. Figure 13a
shows the initial Dalitz plot for these events. The dom-
inant multi-pion background hides all evidence of reso-
nant sub-structure in the decay of the meson since the
signal-to-noise ratio is estimated at ∼5% from fits to the
MM(γ, p) spectrum. The CLAS system acceptance was
lowest near the high ηpi+ masses, which required accep-
tance of low momentum negative pions. These pions bent
inward, toward the beam pipe, resulting in the lowest
particle acceptance in the experiment.
The kinematic coverage of a Dalitz distribution is de-
termined by the masses of the decaying parent particles.
Figure 14 shows the kinematic boundaries for the η′(958)
and x mesons and the centers of the sidebands of the x.
The sideband overlap is far from perfect, so an alterna-
tive method was needed to remove background from this
Dalitz distribution.
Assuming the background is dominated by multi-pion
events with no resonant structure, we apply a linear
transformation to each invariant mass combination in the
sidebands (denoted m12 for pi
+η and m23 for ηpi
−) to
rescale to mass values within the signal region. Since
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Theory Prediction Γ(γρ0)
Lakhina and Swanson [52]
Relativistic f1(1285) 480 keV
Non-Rel. f1(1285) 1200 keV
Relativistic η(1295) 240 keV
Non-Rel. η(1295) 400 keV
Ishida et al. [53]
f1(1285) Θ1 509 keV
f1(1285) Θ2 565 keV
Experiment Γ× B(f1(1285)→ ηpipi)PDG × (Γ(γρ0)/Γ(ηpipi))
CLAS (18.4± 1.4 MeV)× (0.524± .002)× (0.047± 0.018) 453± 177 keV
PDG f1(1285) [48] (24.2± 1.1 MeV)× (0.055± 0.013) 1331± 320 keV
TABLE IV. Predictions for radiative decay widths x→ γρ0 for two models, compared to the CLAS-measured results using the
total width, Γ, and branching ratio Γ(γρ0)/Γ(ηpipi). Alternative comparison is made to the current PDG estimate.
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FIG. 13. (Color online) (a) Initial Dalitz plot for ηpi+pi− events with missing mass off the proton between 1251 and 1311
MeV/c2, prior to sideband subtraction. (b) After subtracting weighted and scaled multi-pion sidebands. The result is not yet
corrected for acceptance.
a phase space decay results in a flat distribution, this
transformation on the m212 and m
2
23 values of the side-
bands should preserve the background shape and allow
for accurate sideband subtraction.
The sideband-event masses m2ij are rescaled to be
within the signal-region boundary m′ij
2
according to the
linear transformation
m′ 2ij = s
(
m2ij − (mij2)min
)
+ (mij
2)min, (11)
with scale-factor s. The bounding contour of the Dalitz
plot for decay of the parent x meson is specified by limits
(m2ij)max and (m
2
ij)min, and therefore by the range
∆m2ij = (m
2
ij)max − (m2ij)min. (12)
The scale, s, is given by
s =
∆m′ 2ij
∆m2ij
(13)
=
(m′x −mk)2 − (mi +mj)2
(mx −mk)2 − (mi +mj)2 , (14)
where mk is the mass of the third particle in the decay.
mx is the central mass of the signal region and the shifted
mass m′x is
m′x = mx + d, (15)
where d is the mass difference between the center of the
signal region and the center of the sideband region. The
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FIG. 14. (Color online) Dalitz plot boundaries for several de-
cays to ηpi+pi−. The solid red curves show the limits for decay
of the η′(958) and an x(1280) meson. The solid blue curves
mark the limits for events with missing mass off the proton
in 30-wide sidebands of the meson signal shown in the inset.
The dashed blue curves show the transformed boundaries of
sideband events using the method discussed in the text.
transformation is applied event by event, separately in
both m2ηpi+ and m
2
ηpi− . The dotted lines in Figure 14
show that the scaled sideband regions overlay the x me-
son kinematic region quite well.
Finally, before combining the two transformed side-
bands for subtraction from the signal region, they were
weighted according to the estimated background in miss-
ing mass off the proton. The spectrum in the inset of
Fig. 14 was fit with a Voigtian shape for the x meson
and a fifth-order polynomial for the background. The
transformed sideband Dalitz plots were filled according
to the weight
w =
B(mx)
B(m′x)
, (16)
where B(m) is the background polynomial evaluated at
a given missing mass mx. This compensates for the ris-
ing slope of the background and slightly weights the high
sideband more heavily, as seen in the Figure 14 inset.
Monte Carlo simulations of this method verified that it
does not introduce a “bias” in a uniformly-populated de-
cay distribution.
Figure 13b shows the result of subtracting the scaled
and weighted sideband events from those in the x meson
signal region. The a±0 (980) can been seen quite clearly as
bands in the resultant ηpi+pi− Dalitz plot. The negative-
count bins present are consistent with the counting statis-
tics of the subtraction. Thus, it appears that a sub-
stantial portion of the three body decay to ηpi+pi− goes
through the two-body modes x→ a±0 pi∓ with subsequent
decay of the a0 to ηpi.
The CLAS acceptance for signal events was computed
starting from a “flat” Monte Carlo distribution with the
measured Γ ∼ 18 MeV meson width. Smearing due to
detector resolution was accounted for by GSIM, as dis-
cussed in Sec. IV. The sharp kinematic boundary in
the Dalitz plot is actually “soft” due to the finite width
of the meson and the detector resolution. The accep-
tance calculation inevitably suffered from low statistics
at these edges. The analysis was therefore truncated at
the boundary defined by the centroid of the meson signal
region.
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FIG. 15. (Color online) Acceptance-corrected Dalitz plot for
ηpi+pi− events with missing mass off the proton between 1251
and 1311 MeV/c2 after subtracting the weighted and scaled
sidebands.
The Dalitz plot for the ηpi+pi− decay after background
subtraction and correction for acceptance is shown in
Fig. 15. The lower right portion of the distribution
has large bin-to-bin statistical fluctuations as expected
in light of the low acceptance of this kinematic region.
There is a slight “edge-effect”, an event excess along the
edge of the allowed phase-space, that is noticeable along
the low-mass edge between the a0 bands. This is due
to imperfect sideband subtraction. The main qualitative
observation about the signal is that the a±0 (980) bands
are of similar intensity. There is a fairly thorough deple-
tion of events between the two-body bands, and a lesser
depletion toward the outer wings of the distribution.
We tested the technique of sideband scaling using a
“toy” Monte Carlo model, without CLAS acceptance.
Events were generated with a signal-to-background ratio
approximating that seen in the γp → ppi+pi−(η) data.
Both the f1(1285) signal and background ηpi
+pi− events
were generated according to 3-body phase space. The
sidebands of the f1(1285) were scaled in the Dalitz mass
variables, m2ηpi+ and m
2
ηpi− , according to the described
technique. The sideband events were then subtracted
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from the central band of events having missing mass off
the proton between 1251 and 1311 MeV/c2. This mass
range was wide enough to produce a noticeable “edge
effect” on the Dalitz plot due to imperfect mapping of
the background kinematics onto the signal region. Events
lying outside the kinematic limit for a missing mass off
the proton of 1281 MeV/c2 were removed. No significant
distortions in the resulting “toy” Dalitz plot were seen.
The subtracted plot yielded about 11% fewer events due
to this trimming of the kinematic boundary.
We also examined the choice of mass range used to
define the signal and sideband regions. There is unavoid-
ably some signal present in the sideband regions from
the tails of the x meson. This leads, however, to a cal-
culable over-subtraction of events. While it is possible
to reduce this oversubtraction by widening the central
signal region, this reduces the signal-to-background ra-
tio and reduces the validity of our assumption that the
kinematics of background events in the sidebands is sim-
ilar to that in the x peak region. The dependence of our
results on these choices was tested by varying the range
of the mass bands. We also tested introducing a gap be-
tween the signal band and sidebands. The best result
was found when choosing a 60 MeV-wide central region
for the x, with 30 MeV-wide lower and upper sidebands,
with no gap.
Finally, to look for any other biases in this procedure
we ran our analysis on 10 million simulated γp→ pρ0pipi
events. The Dalitz-plot distribution for this background
was not uniformly flat, but after using our method and
correcting for acceptance, the resultant uniform Dalitz
plot was statistically consistent with zero false signal
events. The consistency of both the toy-model tests and
this background simulation leads us to conclude that the
bands of the a0(980)pi events are not significantly biased
by our background-subtraction method. A more detailed
description of the sideband subtraction method is found
in Ref. [55].
E. Amplitude analysis of the decay distribution
The strong a±0 (980) bands seen in Figure 15 show the
decay of the parent state, be it the f1(1285), η(1295), or
both, occurs dominantly through the a±0 pi
∓ intermediate
states. Furthermore, where the two bands nearly meet
it appears that there is coherent addition of amplitudes,
leading to considerable peaking, with a hint of additional
peaking at the other ends of the bands. The a0 and
pi are spin zero states, so the spin of the parent x can
be revealed in the relative orbital angular momentum
between them. If the x is the η(1295), the decay products
will be found in a spatial s-wave configuration, while if
the x is the f1(1285) they will be found in p-wave.
In the case of a p-wave decay, the relevant quantization
axis choice is important. The decay angular distribution
in the L = 1 final state will have characteristic m = 0 and
m = ±1 intensities with respect to the axis along which
the spin-1 particle is aligned. We tested the two usual
cases: the s-channel helicity (“helicity”) system and the
t-channel helicity (“Gottfried-Jackson”) system.
In the helicity system the quantization axis is that of
the created meson in the overall reaction center-of-mass
frame. If it is produced via the decay of an intermediate-
state high-mass N∗ resonance, the N∗ and the final-state
proton are then colinear in the meson rest frame. The
spin-1 meson is not required to be aligned along the N∗-
N axis, but if the reaction mechanism happens to create
an alignment, it will be evident in the a0pi angular distri-
bution with respect to this axis. In the Gottfried-Jackson
system the quantization axis is the direction of the in-
coming photon in the rest frame of the produced meson.
This is the relevant axis if the particle is produced by,
say, ρ exchange in the t channel, since in that system the
photon and the exchanged ρ are colinear. Again, align-
ment is not required, but if it exists it will be seen in
the angular distribution of the a0pi decay products along
the γ-ρ axis. The degree of alignment will be one of the
results of the fitting procedure. Depending on which an-
gular distribution prevails in the decay process, different
regions of the final m2ηpi− vs. m
2
ηpi+ distribution, which
is sensitive to the relative angles in the 3-particle final
state, will be populated. Given the interference among
the decay amplitudes, greater or lesser amounts of in-
terference will be found at any given place in the Dalitz
plot.
The Dalitz-plot data was fitted starting with Monte
Carlo events generated according to “flat” phase space
but with the measured width of the parent meson and
the detector resolution function built in. The events were
trimmed to reside entirely inside the nominal boundary
contour of decays using the mass centroid of the decaying
state, as illustrated in Figs. 13 through 16.
The decays x → a0pi in both charge states were
modeled with the a0 represented by a relativistic Breit-
Wigner function with central mass m0 and width Γ0:
BW (m|m0,Γ0) =
√
m0Γ0
m20 −m2 − im0Γ0 q(m)q(m0)
. (17)
Here q(m) is the two-body break-up momentum of a par-
ent state of mass mx to an a0 of mass m and a pion. More
formally, one writes q = q(m,mx,mpi) since the available
breakup momentum depends upon all three masses. We
found that this relativistic Breit-Wigner form yielded re-
sults nearly identical to using the non-relativistic form
with the “q(m)” factors omitted, since the reaction kine-
matics is rather far from the decay thresholds. The ratio
q(m)/q(m0) was in the range 0.95 to 1.1. The scalar
a0 particle has a complex structure [56] and could be
described, for example, by a more accurate Flatte´-type
parametrization [57], but that was not needed for the
present purpose.
For each Monte Carlo event, both the a+0 pi
− and a−0 pi
+
amplitudes were computed and added coherently. That
is, for each event the BW weight was computed using
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m = ma+0 pi−
, and then again for m = ma−0 pi+
for the same
event. For the L = 0,m = 0 decay that characterizes
the decay of an η(1295) state, that is all that is needed.
The decay is isotropic in the rest frame of the decaying
state and it does not matter what quantization axis one
chooses. But for the L = 1,m = 0,±1 decay of the
f1(1285) state, the relevant angular correlations must be
included. Consider that photoproduction of the parent
state produces, by some a priori unknown mechanism, a
JP = 1+ particle with a spin wave function
χf1 =
 ab
a
 (18)
where a and b are the amplitudes for the m = ±1 and
the m = 0 substates, respectively. We require
b =
√
1− 2a2 (19)
for proper normalization. The p-wave decay of this state
into two spin-zero particles (the a0 and the pi) then leads
to a spatial wavefunction of the form
WL=1,m=0,±1(θ, φ) = aY1,+1(θ, φ)+bY1,0(θ, φ)+aY1,−1(θ, φ),
(20)
using the usual spherical harmonic functions, and where
θ and φ are the decay angles in the f1(1285) rest frame
with respect to the chosen coordinate system axes. The
parameter a (and implicitly b) is determined in the fit.
The corresponding expression for decay into an s-wave
final state from a JP = 0− state is
WL=0,m=0(θ, φ) = cY0,0, (21)
where c is introduced as another parameter of the fit.
The overall amplitude for the decay of the parent me-
son x can then be expressed, for each Monte Carlo event,
in terms of two amplitudes that do not interfere with
each other by virtue of the orthonormality of the spheri-
cal harmonics. The first is for the m = ±1 parts:
Am=±1(ma+0 pi− ,ma−0 pi+) = BW (ma+0 pi−)W1,±1(θa+0 pi− , φa+0 pi−) +BW (ma−0 pi+)W1,±1(θa−0 pi+ , φa−0 pi+). (22)
The second is for the m = 0 parts:
Am=0(ma+0 pi−
,ma−0 pi+
) = BW (ma+0 pi−
)(W1,0(θa+0 pi−
, φa+0 pi−
)+W0,0)+BW (ma−0 pi+
)(W1,0(θa−0 pi+
, φa−0 pi+
)+W0,0). (23)
The total magnitude-squared of the event, T , is then computed and added to the relevant bin of the Dalitz
plot according to
T (ma+0 pi−
,ma−0 pi+
) =
q(ma+0 pi−
)
q(m0)
q(ma−0 pi+
)
q(m0)
(
|Am=±1(ma+0 pi− ,ma−0 pi+)|
2 + |Am=0(ma+0 pi− ,ma−0 pi+)|
2
)
. (24)
The prefactors represent the phase space for the final
state of the event; they are always close to unity. This
final expression does not exhibit the angles θ and φ at
which the a0 and pi pair are created with respect to the
chosen quantization axis. The total magnitude-squared
weight of each bin in the Dalitz plot is determined by a
sum over all the Monte Carlo events generated in the sim-
ulation, sampling all possible polar and azimuthal angle
combinations. In this way the angular dependence of the
decay, as it affects the Dalitz-plot distribution, is mod-
eled by the calculation.
The region outside the strong a0pi bands was first
modeled by a constant non-resonant amplitude. How-
ever, this did not lead to satisfactory fit results: there
is broad structure (see Fig. 15) that we were unable to
describe. Good fits were made by selecting only the
events in the dominant bands between mηpi = 0.95 GeV
and 1.03 GeV. Fits were made according to both the
helicity-system weighting of events and according to the
Gottfried-Jackson system weighting. By far the best re-
sult used the helicity system, which is shown in Fig. 16.
Figure 16a shows the data folded along the symmetry
axis in the region that was used in the fit to the domi-
nant decay amplitudes. Figure 16b shows the projection
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FIG. 16. (Color online) Helicity system fit for the x → ηpi+pi− Dalitz distribution. Both data and simulation events are
restricted to the range of the dominant a0 bands and folded on the symmetry axis (black diagonal). (a) data; (d) amplitude-
weighted Monte Carlo simulation; (b) projection onto the vertical axis and (c) onto the horizontal axis. Blue dashed histogram:
coherent m = 0 for L = 0 and L = 1; green lower solid line: m = ±1, L = 1; red solid upper line: sum total.
of the data onto the vertical axis, emphasizing the a0
peak. The data points are shown in black with statistical
error bars. The green histogram is for the L = 1,m = ±1
contribution. The blue-dashed histogram is for the com-
bined interfering L = 1,m = 0 and L = 0,m = 0 com-
ponent. The statistical uncertainties associated with the
weighted Monte Carlo are not shown because they are
very small. A non-resonant background made no signif-
icant contribution to this fit to the restricted data set,
and so was not included in the fit. The red histogram is
the sum (non-interfering) of the components. The mass
of the scalar a0 was in agreement with the PDG value,
while the width was smaller at about 35 MeV. Figure 16c
shows the projection of the fit onto the horizontal axis.
The larger lobe at the upper end of the spectrum is a
consequence of the interference between the a0 bands.
Again, the blue-dashed histogram is for the interfering
L = 1,m = 0 and L = 0,m = 0 resonant contributions.
The green histogram is the L = 1,m = ±1 contribu-
tion. Recall that the m = 0 and m = ±1 components
of the L = 1 wave are not independent of each other.
There is only one fit parameter (a in Eq. 18) that con-
trols both. The production mechanism of the spin-one
f1 state, while we do not know how it populates the dif-
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ferent sub-states, must produce a coherent combination
of m = 0 and m = ±1, as codified in Eq. 19. Figure 16d
is the weighted Monte Carlo simulation for visual com-
parison with the data in Fig. 16a.
The same model applied in the Gottfried-Jackson sys-
tem did not reproduce the large and small peaks seen
in Fig. 16c. Thus, it appears that the helicity system is
the one preferred by the data. According to this fit the
overwhelming strength of the decay is in the L = 1 com-
ponent of the coherent sum, consistent with the decay-
ing meson being the f1(1285) state. The L = 0 strength
consistent with a η(1295) was 0.06±0.01%, showing that
essentially only the f1(1285) is photoproduced in this re-
action. Furthermore, a fit allowing only the L = 0 am-
plitude of the η(1295) also completed failed to reproduce
the coherent peak in the overlap region of the a0 bands.
We see that the fit in Fig. 16c is good but not perfect.
This may in part be due to the “phase space” acceptance
used in the Dalitz plot simulation. The event distribu-
tion was not iteratively corrected to incorporate the fitted
angular correlations in the data into the acceptance.
The fit leading to Fig. 16 gives the fraction (or prob-
ability) of the parent meson state in the L = 1 m = ±1
substates, P±, and the fraction in the m = 0 substate,
P0 (related to a and b in Eq. 18) . The two portions add
up to 100%, by construction. The proportion is
P± : P0 = 31.8 : 69.2,±1.4%. (25)
That is, the reaction mechanism leading to formation
of the f1(1285), integrated over all energies and angles,
gives this proportion of the spin substates.
Thus, we have evidence that the f1(1285) is photopro-
duced dominantly via the decay of an excited s-channel
(N∗) system, and that its J = 1 substates m = ±1 and
m = 0 are populated in the reaction, averaged over all
production angles and energies, in a ratio of roughly 1:2,
as shown in Eq. 25. It is easy to show using Clebsch-
Gordan algebra that the minimum spin of an N∗ de-
caying to this final state in s-wave is JP = (3/2)+. If
the decaying state had spin JP = (1/2)+, the expected
proportion would be reversed at 2:1. There are, how-
ever, no known low-spin nucleon resonances in the mass
range between 2.3 and 2.8 GeV. The four-star N(2220)
has JP = (9/2)+, which would necessitate a decay with
a minimum orbital angular momentum of L = 3. Thus,
there are no candidate N∗ states that would allow for a
simple explanation of this process.
As mentioned, the region in the Dalitz plot outside the
dominant a0pi decay bands was not consistent with zero,
as seen in Fig. 15. With the present statistics we see
no clear structure, but the distribution is not uniform,
either. The Particle Data Group lists, as one of the
f1(1285) branching ratios, the fraction of decay to a0pi
(ignoring decays to KK¯) to the decay of the f1(1285) to
any ηpipi final state. In the PDG notation this is called
“Γ9/Γ8”. We estimated this ratio from the present ex-
periment. Since we do not know the reaction mechanism
leading to decay outside of the strong bands, we pro-
ceeded as follows.
1. Select suitable bands defining the region of the a0
decays. Sum the bins within the bands, which rep-
resents the strength of the dominant a0pi decay with
some contamination from the other decay mecha-
nism of unknown nature. Total “counts” in this
range are called NB .
2. Sum the bins outside the bands, which repre-
sent the sub-dominant decays. Define total “other
counts” as NO. The sum of everything in the whole
Dalitz distribution is NB +NO.
3. Reduce NB by the estimated amount of “flat” sub-
dominant decay underneath the bands using the
fractional area of the banded region to the whole
plot region. This area ratio was about rc = 0.55
for the optimal band selection. We ignore any in-
terference of the dominant and the sub-dominant
decay mechanisms.
4. Compute the desired branching ratio using
Γ(a0pi (no KK¯))
Γ(ηpipi (total))
=
NB −NOrc
NB +NO
(26)
5. Compute the statistical uncertainty from the two
independent measurements. This was 2%. The
systematic uncertainty was estimated. The cor-
rection factor in the numerator of the expression
is certainly not zero, but the assumption that the
non-dominant decay is “flat” is also not accurate.
Thus, we estimated that the systematic uncertainty
is as large as the correction itself, that is, of size
NOrc. The Gaussian estimator of a quantity that
has a uniform probability density in some range A
is A/
√
12. Thus, the systematic uncertainty from
this source is NOrc/
√
12. This was about 3%.
6. We varied the width of the band that defines the
a0 region in the Dalitz plot over a plausible range.
This changed the division between the dominant
and the non-dominant decay mechanisms. We esti-
mated the systematic uncertainty due to this source
as about 9%.
With the above considerations, we estimate the branch-
ing ratio to be
Γ(a0pi (no KK¯))
Γ(ηpipi (total))
= 74± 2(stat)± 9(syst)% (27)
Without a comprehensive theoretical model for the de-
cay of the f1(1295) no more precise estimate was possi-
ble. For comparison, the present PDG value is 69±13%.
Thus, the present result is consistent with the world av-
erage.
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VIII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Using the CLAS system we have investigated, for the
first time, properties of the narrow meson seen in photo-
production from the proton at a mass m0 = 1281.0 ±
0.8 MeV and with width Γ = 18.4 ± 1.4 MeV. The
measured mass and width are more compatible with the
known properties [48] of the f1(1285) than the η(1295).
The measured width is, however, about 6 MeV smaller
than the previous world average. This may be due to our
careful removal of the intrinsic experimental resolution,
leaving only the Breit-Wigner component of the width.
The highest statistics were found in the ηpi+pi− decay
mode, but the meson was also reconstructed from the
K¯Kpi and γρ0 modes. No evidence was found for any
of the higher mass 0−+ or 1++ states η(1405), η(1470),
f1(1420) or f1(1510) in these decay modes.
The cross section is much “flatter” in angle than that
of the nearby η′(958). Comparison of the differential
cross sections with meson-exchange model predictions
show more strength at central and backward angles than
achievable through only t-channel production processes.
Only at forward angles and higher energy bins does the
Kochelev model [21] approach the data in magnitude.
The other model predictions gave poorer agreement with
experimental data. This suggests that the production
mechanism is not mainly t-channel.
The observed branching ratio Γ(KK¯pi)/Γ(ηpipi) =
0.216±0.032 is consistent with the PDG value of 0.171±
0.013 for the f1(1285). There is no world data for this ra-
tio for the η(1295), though it has been observed in KK¯pi
final states with strength comparable to the f1(1285) [19].
The radiative decay branching ratio Γ(γρ0)/Γ(ηpipi) is
found to be 0.047±0.018, which is less than half the PDG
average value of 0.105 ± 0.022, inconsistent by about 3
standard deviations. Nevertheless, the presence of the
signal in the γρ0 decay mode supports the f1(1285) iden-
tity of the observed state, as seen from spin and parity
considerations. The axial-vector f1(1285) can couple to
γρ0 via the E1 multipole, while the pseudoscalar η(1295)
can couple only via M1. In the t-channel the f1(1285)
should be dominant in photoproduction. This argument
is weakened, however, by the observation that t-channel
may not be the dominant photoproduction channel for
this meson; the experimental results show there may be
more coming from s-channel processes.
The Dalitz distribution of the ηpi+pi− final state shows
that this decay occurs primarily through an a±0 pi
∓ inter-
mediate state, with the a±0 subsequently decaying to ηpi
±.
Other decay mechanisms may account for about a quar-
ter of the total (Eq. 27). There is constructive interfer-
ence between the a0 bands, and amplitude analysis shows
this can be reproduced with amplitudes written in the s-
channel helicity system. The decay of the parent meson
to a0pi is overwhelmingly in p-wave, indicating that the
meson has quantum numbers JP = 1+, proving it to be
the f1(1285). The alignment of the f1(1285) averaged
over the kinematics of this measurement, was measured
by fitting the decay angular distributions (Eq. 25). If the
state were produced by the decay of a low-spin N∗ state,
the baryon would have JP = (3/2)+, but there are no
such candidate states in the PDG listings. Any interfer-
ing 0− wave indicative of excitation of an η(1295) is at a
vanishingly-small sub-percent level. The Dalitz distribu-
tion is not reproduced with amplitudes computed in the
Gottfried-Jackson system. This supports the conclusion
that the f1(1285) is photoproduced via an s-channel pro-
cess, involving an N∗ excitation or a process related to
the possible K¯K∗ molecular nature of the f1(1285).
Taken together, the results from the suite of measure-
ments in this analysis support the conclusion that the
meson state observed in CLAS photoproduction is the
well-known JPC = 1++ f1(1285). The interference of
the dominant a±0 pi
∓ bands in the Dalitz distribution, the
presence of radiative decays to γρ0, and the measured
mass that is consistent with world data support this iden-
tification. The smaller measured intrinsic width, and the
smaller radiative branching ratio of γρ0 to ηpipi are not
enough to spoil this conclusion.
There is disagreement between the f1(1285) cross sec-
tion and predictions by t-channel based photoproduction
models. It has an angular distribution less steep than
other meson photoproduction channels, and there is dom-
inance of ηpipi decays in the s-channel helicity system
rather than the Gottfried-Jackson system. These find-
ings suggest that the dynamical nature of this state and
its photoproduction are not yet understood, but may be
found in an s-channel production mechanism.
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Appendix A: Partial f1(1285) Cross Section to the
ηpi+pi− Final State
The differential cross sections in Table V are
the weighted mean of independent measurements
in the ηpi+pi− and K±K0pi∓ decay modes of the
f1(1285). The K
±K0pi∓ results were scaled us-
ing the present measurement of the branching ratio
Γ(f1(1285) → K±K0pi∓)/Γ(f1(1285)→ ηpi+pi−). This
was done for improved statistical precision. The results
have not been corrected for the unmeasured (by us)
branching fraction Γ(f1(1285) → ηpi+pi−)/Γtotal. The
given systematic uncertainty σsys includes the sources
listed in Table I and those discussed in Sec. VII. Elec-
tronic tabulations of the results are available from several
sources: Refs. [58], [59], [60].
TABLE V: Differential cross section for γp → f1(1285)p → ηpi+pi−p
in nanobarns/steradian. The point-to-point uncertainties are given in
separate statistical and systematic contributions.
W cos Θc.m. dσ
dΩ
σstat σsys
(GeV) (nb/sr) (nb/sr) (nb/sr)
2.35 -0.70 5.96 0.57 1.57
2.35 -0.50 4.70 0.45 0.66
2.35 -0.30 6.42 0.54 0.90
2.35 -0.10 8.37 0.74 1.26
2.35 0.10 8.29 0.67 1.17
2.35 0.30 7.81 0.64 1.26
2.35 0.50 7.42 0.76 1.05
2.35 0.70 5.01 0.58 0.70
2.35 0.85 3.18 1.00 0.45
2.45 -0.70 2.80 0.40 0.93
2.45 -0.50 6.42 0.60 1.07
2.45 -0.30 6.39 0.63 1.32
2.45 -0.10 5.73 0.48 0.75
2.45 0.10 7.29 0.52 1.04
2.45 0.30 8.10 0.60 1.96
2.45 0.50 6.58 0.62 1.16
2.45 0.70 6.68 0.59 1.45
2.45 0.85 2.16 1.05 0.26
2.55 -0.70 4.22 0.49 0.88
2.55 -0.50 3.50 0.30 0.44
2.55 -0.30 4.38 0.51 1.46
2.55 -0.10 5.37 0.42 1.10
2.55 0.10 6.57 0.48 1.08
2.55 0.30 6.70 0.52 1.01
2.55 0.50 12.12 0.78 2.66
2.55 0.70 9.70 1.04 1.46
2.55 0.85 7.95 1.10 2.20
2.65 -0.70 2.21 0.35 0.37
2.65 -0.50 2.58 0.33 0.39
2.65 -0.30 2.85 0.37 0.40
2.65 -0.10 3.73 0.31 0.84
2.65 0.10 3.03 0.28 0.86
2.65 0.30 4.26 0.43 0.86
2.65 0.50 8.40 0.49 1.40
2.65 0.70 9.81 1.06 2.40
2.65 0.85 0.50 1.06 1.90
2.75 -0.70 2.49 0.28 0.32
W cos Θc.m. dσ
dΩ
σstat σsys
(GeV) (nb/sr) (nb/sr) (nb/sr)
2.75 -0.50 1.55 0.26 0.20
2.75 -0.30 1.70 0.18 0.30
2.75 -0.10 1.71 0.28 0.44
2.75 0.10 1.95 0.19 0.25
2.75 0.30 4.01 0.41 1.00
2.75 0.50 5.15 0.45 1.82
2.75 0.70 9.26 0.90 1.29
2.75 0.85 5.73 1.21 0.74
Appendix B: η′(958) Cross Section from the ηpi+pi−
and γρ0 Final States
Results for η′(958) shown in this paper (Fig. 7) are
given in Table VI, for comparison to previous results us-
ing the same data set. The listed deviation from previ-
ous CLAS published results [39] (using a different anal-
ysis method) used a cubic spline interpolation between
points in cos Θc.m. in order to compute differences from
present values. These differences were included in the
systematic uncertainty estimation for the present results
for the f1(1285).
TABLE VI: Differential cross section for γp → η′p in nano-
barns/steradian.
W cos Θc.m. dσ
dΩ
σstat Deviation
(GeV) (nb/sr) (nb/sr) (%)
2.05 -0.70 38.92 1.41 -5.8
2.05 -0.50 44.73 1.56 -4.6
2.05 -0.30 49.33 1.69 -4.7
2.05 -0.10 54.21 1.79 -14.7
2.05 0.10 58.02 1.91 -5.7
2.05 0.30 65.76 2.12 -7.4
2.05 0.50 71.30 2.32 -12.9
2.05 0.70 77.96 2.60 -1.9
2.05 0.85 68.89 2.42 -9.8
2.15 -0.70 24.08 0.94 -4.1
2.15 -0.50 24.82 0.93 -8.3
2.15 -0.30 25.45 0.92 -4.6
2.15 -0.10 29.00 1.03 -8.8
2.15 0.10 33.80 1.19 -5.6
2.15 0.30 48.23 1.66 -5.0
2.15 0.50 70.21 2.30 -7.9
2.15 0.70 98.44 3.21 -7.1
2.15 0.85 80.09 3.36 -25.0
2.25 -0.70 20.72 0.87 -9.3
2.25 -0.50 14.78 0.64 -8.9
2.25 -0.30 9.68 0.41 -1.5
2.25 -0.10 9.91 0.45 -7.9
2.25 0.10 13.07 0.56 4.2
2.25 0.30 22.84 0.86 -1.4
2.25 0.50 44.01 1.55 -6.5
2.25 0.70 74.04 2.56 -11.3
2.25 0.85 81.93 3.48 -11.8
2.35 -0.70 15.14 0.63 -7.4
2.35 -0.50 8.51 0.48 2.1
2.35 -0.30 4.85 0.29 -18.4
2.35 -0.10 6.27 0.38 -5.5
2.35 0.10 9.14 0.44 -20.8
2.35 0.30 15.17 0.61 -10.4
2.35 0.50 30.77 1.23 -5.4
2.35 0.70 57.36 2.16 -11.3
2.35 0.85 75.88 3.34 -8.9
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W cos Θc.m. dσ
dΩ
σstat Deviation
(GeV) (nb/sr) (nb/sr) (%)
2.45 -0.70 8.31 0.40 -0.8
2.45 -0.50 3.20 0.22 6.4
2.45 -0.30 2.62 0.18 7.0
2.45 -0.10 4.17 0.26 -3.9
2.45 0.10 7.21 0.34 3.2
2.45 0.30 10.11 0.45 -2.4
2.45 0.50 21.41 0.89 -3.1
2.45 0.70 46.14 1.86 -6.1
2.45 0.85 67.09 3.07 -31.2
2.55 -0.70 4.70 0.26 -5.5
2.55 -0.50 1.44 0.17 0.1
2.55 -0.30 2.06 0.14 11.5
2.55 -0.10 3.95 0.23 -1.4
2.55 0.10 4.79 0.25 -6.6
2.55 0.30 5.96 0.32 4.9
2.55 0.50 11.93 0.63 -4.6
2.55 0.70 37.34 1.68 -9.1
2.55 0.85 63.72 3.16 -21.8
2.65 -0.70 2.17 0.15 -7.4
2.65 -0.50 0.81 0.08 3.3
2.65 -0.30 1.64 0.11 -6.0
2.65 -0.10 2.78 0.14 2.0
2.65 0.10 3.05 0.18 -16.7
2.65 0.30 2.41 0.17 8.4
2.65 0.50 5.94 0.39 1.9
2.65 0.70 24.10 1.24 -2.7
2.65 0.85 53.44 2.82 -32.5
2.75 -0.70 1.14 0.10 -43.5
2.75 -0.50 0.56 0.07 -7.9
2.75 -0.30 1.13 0.08 -17.0
2.75 -0.10 1.47 0.09 -17.0
2.75 0.10 1.62 0.13 -25.5
2.75 0.30 1.43 0.17 -24.4
2.75 0.50 3.35 0.32 -6.8
2.75 0.70 16.89 1.09 -17.3
2.75 0.85 40.43 2.96 -2.4
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